EPR studies of the photodissociation reactions of cytochrome c oxidase-nitric oxide complexes.
Three complexes of NO with cytochrome c oxidase are described which are all photodissociable at low temperatures as measured by EPR. The EPR parameters of the cytochrome a2+(3)-NO complex are the same both in the fully reduced enzyme and in the mixed-valence enzyme. The kinetics of photodissociation of cytochrome a2+(3)-NO and recombination of NO with cytochrome a2+(3) (in the 30-70 K region) revealed no differences in structure between cytochrome a2+(3) in the fully reduced and the mixed-valence states. The action spectrum of the photodissociation of cytochrome a2+(3)-NO as measured by EPR has maxima at 595, 560 and 430 nm, and corresponds to the absorbance spectrum of cytochrome a2+(3)-NO. Photodissociation of cytochrome a2+(3)-NO in the mixed-valence enzyme changes the EPR intensity at g 3.03, due to electron transfer from cytochrome a2+(3) to cytochrome a3+. The extent of electron transfer was found to be temperature dependent. This suggests that a conformational change is coupled to this electron transfer. The complex of NO with oxidized cytochrome c oxidase shows a photodissociation reaction and recombination of NO (in the 20-40 K region) which differ completely from those observed in cytochrome a2+(3)-NO. The observed recombination occurs at a temperature 15 K lower than that found for the cytochrome a2+(3)-NO complex. The action spectrum of the oxidized complex shows a novel spectrum with maxima at 640 and below 400 nm; it is assigned to a Cu2+B-NO compound. The triplet species with delta ms = 2 EPR signals at g 4 and delta ms = 1 signals at g 2.69 and 1.67, that is observed in partially reduced cytochrome c oxidase treated with azide and NO, can also be photodissociated.